Shabbat Shalom Kol Yahusharel,
This “newsletter” started out as a personal email reply to an Achi who was asking about the seals of
Gilyahna/Revelation, and about when would the seals be opened. I only intended to write a short
reply, but it seemed the more I tried to answer, the more that needed to be added and addressed. And
it ended up getting into a much deeper Scripture and material than what I originally intended. So I
thought I would instead publish this to our website, fakebook pages, and send it out to the mailing
list, as I’m sure other people have similar questions, and also some of the things in this will address
other questions as well.
To try to answer the original question about the seals listed in GILYAHNA/REVELATION 6.
Abba and I discussed this for the past couple weeks, and although he has studied Gilyahna/Revelation
for more than 40 years, he went back and did some studying and thinking on the topic. As he hadn't
had his mind on these specific verses for a while, as he has been working on other teachings.
Several points about Gilyahna/Revelation.
First the book of Revelation is not “chapter 1 through 22” in time nor order sequence. Many times,
from chapter to chapter, and sometimes even verse to verse, it jumps back and forth from things that
are going to happen, to things that have happened, to things that (at this point) are happening. And
you can also be reading about one set of events, and then in the next verses it can jump back to
something else, or it can jump forward.
Also many events and things spoken of in Revelation, when it speaks of different events, most often
each event is not "this event starts… this event finishes…. then the next event begins”. But rather
instead, most often the events are overlapping and concurrent to one another. And this is the case
with the first 5 Seals listed in Chapter 6.
Now there is many other things that could be brought in concerning the scroll of Gilyahna/Revelation,
but I’m going to try to focus on the seals as that was the original question. However to try to answer
those, there are multiple points of events taking place in these days which need to be explained as
well.
After Abba went back, read, and dwelled on it, and him and I discussed it as well. The first 5 seals
began at different times, but they all run concurrent until the 5th seal is completed.
Going back almost a year ago, we stated and spoke about the Abomination that brings
Desolation foretold and spoken of by Daniel the Prophet. Which as we posted and spoke about last
year just before and after that time, the Abomination was fulfilled on pagan calendar date sept 27th
2019 on Mount Olives via a satanic burnt sacrifice performed by “gentile priests” under “rabbinic
authority”, only 1 day before the true Yom Teruah/Day of Trumpets which began on the first day
of the 7th Month of Yahuahs Scriptural Calendar, which on the pagan calendar it began at sunset of
sept 28th 2019 ~through~ sunset sept 29th 2019.
Here are the links to a newsletter, fake book posts, and articles that directly concern these topics:
***YHRIM NEWSLETTER: THE ABOMINATION THAT MAKES DESOLATION JUST
OCCURRED.... and hardly anyone noticed.... The 1290 DAYS OF DANIEL BEGINS YOM
TERUAH!!! Just Scraping the Surface... 29th Day- 6th Month - 6001sc (pagan calendar sunset sep
27th ~through~ sunset sep 28th 2019)

http://www.yhrim.com/Newsletters/6001/Abomination_on_Mount_Olive_NEWSLETTER.pdf
**NOTE that I posted the above newsletter almost a year ago, and among many other things,

I made this statement:
“The time satans flood and wrath being poured out upon the people in the Last Days.... IS NO LONGER
"sometime in the future", nor generations from now, or even years... This is the Time that is NOW Arriving.
And I believe it will become fully evident to those who are seeking Yahuah in the weeks, months and year
ahead”
*Now, looking back, we can see how events progressed just shortly in the weeks and months after this
newsletter was published. Let alone all the multitudes of events that have escalated and increased in
the past year.
9-20-2019 Original Fake book post with linked “israeli news” articles:
https://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu/posts/3082492515110716
9-25-2019 Follow up Fake book post which linked another article in which they clarified exactly
which day (out of their 3 day conference) that they were going to perform their abomination on
mount olives on, pagan sept 27th 2019, which was the third and last day of their “70 nations
conference” which in truth was them declaring the birth of their “new world order”, and also for
their so called “Noahide laws” to be enforced in all nations:
https://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu/posts/3082492515110716?comment_id=30
91843407508960
7-19-2020 Another Important Fake book post directly connected to all this, and is the continuation
from their abomination last year. This post is concerning the first “news” released toward the end of
pagan feb 2020, that the pharisaic “rabbis” in the “state of israel” stating that THEY are currently in
“direct contact” with their false “messiah”. And that they have been given the task to “prepare
the people for his public arrival”, which completely goes against Yahuahs Word in the respect of how
Moshiach will appear and return, just one example is MATTITYAHU/MATTHEW 24:27. Not that
throwing Yahuahs Word away has ever stopped them and many others… But at the same time it also
is yet one of many examples which fulfills Yahuahs Word, even in the preceding verses in the same
chapter MATTITYAHU/MATTHEW 24:23-26
Since the first “news release” of them being in “direct contact with messiah”, there have been
multiple other pharisaic “prominent rabbis” who have made similar statements, all promoting that
they are meeting with their “messiah” and the people should prepare for his “public appearance”.
They BLASPHEM YAHUAHS WORD, but they care not as they do NOT keep His Word. Their
satanic babylonian talmud and kabbalah is what they hold fast too.
https://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu/posts/3840252109334749
Now to continue: This Abomination performed on Mount Olives occurred "After" the first 3 seals
were opened, that is to say after they have begun but are still in progress as they have not ended
yet. Which the first 3 seals are the white, red, and black horses, the events they released have been
going on for a while, but they will Continue as these events continue to increase in magnitude and
multitude as satan and this beast system gains more power due to the sins and abominations that are
continually increasing exponentially during these days that we are in.
But we believe the “Abomination that brings Desolation” occurred before the 4th seal was opened.
Then at the time of, or directly after, that the Abomination took place, the 4th seal was opened.
And now at present, Abba believes, and I agree with him, that we are currently in the beginning of the
5th seal. However, the fourth seal is still in motion (as well as the 1st, 2nd and 3rd seals for that
matter as stated previously).

Now, lets go over the seals, and I’ll try to explain a few points below:
GILYAHNA/REVELATION 6:7 And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I heard,
as it were the noise of thunder and one of the four creatures saying, Come and see.
2 And I saw, and see, a white horse: and he that sat on him had a bow; and a keter/crown was given
to him: and he went forth conquering, and to conquer.
The white horse is satan, his "talmudic elites" pharisees, and their false “messiah” who they will unveil
soon according to their words. All of whom all serve satan, and this is why he has been given the
dominion of the kingdoms of the earth. They stole the vineyard (by slaying the servants [prophets,
teachers, ect] and then the heir who is Moshiach/Messiah Yahochanan Moshe/Mark 12:1-12),
this is how they got control of all the nations of the earth, and for many years have been destroying
and conquering all nations and installing their own pawns over them.
The governments are pawns, and most of the public face “leaders” are nothing more than actors for
the cameras to keep the people divided and distracted. (there are a few exceptions to this, as there
are a few “leaders” who are actually among the elites that hold actual power) However, most of the
talmudic elites, also known as the synagogue of satan, mostly go unnoticed behind the scenes and
they control the nations.
GILYAHNA/REVELATION 6:3 And when He had opened the second seal, I heard the second
creature say, Come and see.
4 And there went out another horse that was red: and power was given to him that sat on it to take
shalom/peace from the earth/world, and that they should kill one another: and there was given
to him a great sword.
5 And when He had opened the third seal, I heard the third creature say, Come and see. And I
looked, and a black horse; and he that sat on it had a pair of balances in his hand.
6 And I heard a voice in the midst of the four creatures say, A measure of wheat for a penny, and
three measures of barley for a penny; and see that you hurt not the oil and the wine.
Note that a penny here in Verse 6 is NOT money. I repeat, the “penny” spoken of here in Verse 6 is
**NOT MONEY**. But rather the "penny" written about here, is the same "penny" spoken about by
Yahusha ha Moshaich in the parable written in MATTITYAHU/MATTHEW 20. The man who
owned a vineyard and went out and hired men to work in his vineyard. He went out 5 different times
that day to hire men to work in his vineyard, the first was early that morning, and the last group he
hired at the “11th hour” (last hour of the day). But when sunset came at the end of the day he paid
them ALL the same, one “penny/silver piece”.
Of course we know Moshiach was speaking of Himself, He was the “man” who owned the vineyard.
The vineyard is this earth and people in it. Those who worked first and all down through the ages, and
even now in this last hour of this last generation just before the end of this age, are those who
did Yahuahs Will and were fruitful working in the vineyard bringing people to the salvation of
Moshiach and the Truth of Yahuahs Word. Which All of those who fruitfully worked in the
vineyard, are ALL paid equally with the same "penny" which is Eternal Life.
However, take notice that those who did Yahuahs Work here in Mattityahu/Matthew 20 are PAID
a penny/eternal life. But those in Gilyahna/Revelation 6:6 are PAYING a "penny" in Return
for Food/wheat-barley (staple foods - physical substance needed for this life).
In other words, they are Taking the Mark of the Beast, paying with their “penny”, their
eternal life, in return to be able to buy food from this beast system. –
GILYAHNA/REVELATION 13:17

As we have stated for many years, the mark of this beast system is whatever form it comes in which
they *require* in order to be able to buy food and ect. Which we NOW see quickly shaping up to
be the so called "vaccine" and its beast system "ID proof of vaccination" (but that is a whole
other newsletter in itself, as this shot is NOT a “vaccine” by ANY definition).
Without their “vaccination” and “ID proof” which they (“politicians” and even “doctors”) are already
proposing and pushing "laws" that people who refuse the vaccination will be punished. And
further they will not be allowed into stores or any public area, quarantined at home, and later rounded
up and taken to “quarantine camps” (aka FEMA concentration camps).
And if people don’t take the “vaccine” then they are “murders and terrorists” because they want
to “spread the virus”. (YES, one US “law maker” has already proposed those who even “don’t wear
masks” should be charged with murder or attempted murder, as those who follow our fake book
pages have seen us post the news articles about a few weeks ago)
Of course the so called “vaccine” itself (and other biological weapons they will release) will sicken
and kill many multitudes as well, which they will instead blame on “the virus”. But it is far worse than
that… but again, that’s a whole other newsletter, Yahuah willing I’ll try to get in the weeks ahead.
Going back to Verse 6, The oil and the wine is Yahuahs people serving Him, who will not take
the mark of the beast. Many may lose their physical life, but they will retain and won’t give
away their “Penny”, their Eternal Life. This is why it states “…see that you hurt not the oil
and the wine…” as they may kill a portion of Yahuahs people in these fleshly bodies, (although some
will be protected) but they can Not Hurt the Eternal Life of those who refuse their mark.
GILYAHNA/REVELATION 6:7 And when He had opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of
the fourth creature say, Come and see.
8 And I looked, and saw a pale/CHLOROS/GREEN horse: and his name that sat on it was Death,
and Sheol/GRAVE followed with him. And power was given to them over the fourth part of the
earth, to kill with sword and with hunger and with death and with the creatures of the earth.
The 4th seal has already been opened, as we see this in progress right now. The famine has already
begun through the massive INTENTIONAL, FULLY PLANNED, and ORCHESTRATED
destruction of the food supply. And especially in the 10 or 11 months they have really ramped it up
into high gear. More so than in any previous years, and not just in the US but across ALL the nations.
As we have been making many posts about.
The food supply has slowly been destroyed through Many different means, first beginning with the so
called “global warming”. WHY have they for these past many years, declared war on “CO2”?
What is CO2?
CO2, otherwise known as Carbon Dioxide, is the molecule without which there would be NO PLANT
LIFE on earth. I’ll repeat that, Without CO2, there are NO Crops, NO Trees, NO flowers, NO
PLANTS OF ANY KIND. CO2 is NATURLLY Expelled by All living animals, and mankind, and by
the burning of ANY material, including forest fires, campfires, wood stoves, burning any type
petroleum, natural gas/propane, ect ect. But the Greatest Amounts of CO2 by far come from
Volcanos, Volcanic Gas Vents and Methane Deposits. NOT MAN. Yahuah Created these natural
processes in order to FEED PLANTS the CO2 that they NEED in order to survive and flourish.
There is NOT a “deadly excessive amount of CO2” in the atmosphere causing “global warming” as
they claim. Nor is it “destroying the ozone layer”. These OUT RIGHT LIES. CO2 is REQUIRED by
plants, it is What they “Breath In”, by which they in turn “breath out” Oxygen (especially trees
which produce the most by volume), which is needed by ALL of man kind, and all animals.

Further, Without CO2, plants can NOT continue Photosynthesis. By their OWN definition:
“Photosynthesis - the process by which green plants and some other organisms use SUNLIGHT to
synthesize foods from carbon dioxide and water. Photosynthesis in plants generally involves the green
pigment chlorophyll and generates oxygen as a byproduct.”

Yahuah created this balance in His Creation. For the earth through volcanos and other sources,
mankind, animal kind, and by burning anything, to give off CO2. By which the plants take in CO2 and
in return generate Oxygen, which is Required by Man and Animals! It was a perfect Balance.
THEY have CHANGED this Balance between plants and living breathing beings.
They have used the FALSE claim that “CO2 is the cause of global warming” in order to destroy
livestock farms (under the claim that cattle/animals put out to much “methane” which contains high
levels of CO2) and they are “destroying the atmosphere”. They have also used this to Destroy Small
Businesses by using the “EPA” and “pollution claims” to force such harsh regulations that small
companies cannot stay open. This covers so many businesses, everything from vehicle/tractor/semi
truck and all engine emission “regulations”, to wood stoves, to steel and lead production plants,
almost all manufacturing, and much more. Of course this is only being heavily regulated in the
nations they want to destroy. Other nations, such as China, are free to do as they wish.
But the regulation of CO2 emission has only been used to destroy people, businesses, farms, and
national economies. As they can’t control the actual CO2 emission from the largest sources, such
as volcanos, methane, and other natural processes.
But what satan has given them the knowledge of how to change this balance and caused Physical
Destruction of earths systems, is by BLOCKING OUT THE SUN through their mass poisoning
using chemtrails and nano particles, which contain a LONG list of heavy metals and many
other poisons. THIS is what is destroying earths atmosphere, and also one major part of their
weather warfare. All the while poising the people, plants and everything else. These heavy metals
and other poisons are what is, Directly and Indirectly, Killing the Plants, Flowers, and Trees.
Directly, the heavy metals (aluminum, lithium, barium, lead, cadmium and many more) as well as
nano fibers, sometimes radioactive material, and even biological material (viruses ect).
Yes, most people “do not believe” in chemtrails, even though all you have to do is look up, watch them
make a grid out of the sky, and watch the trails grow and expand into a solid “blanket cloud” until
often times you can’t even see the sun. You never had real contrails 30+ years ago do these things,
they would disappear a short distance behind the plane. And they didn’t “grow”…
These facts are besides the video from inside the planes showing the chemical tanks, and video taken
from other aircraft, showing a plane spraying these trails from ports on the wings (NOT coming from
the engines). And even news video trying to explain away a chemtrail plane that was STILL
SPRAYING when it landed… Either because they forgot to turn the sprayers off, or there was a
malfunction, and the plane was still spraying AS IT LANDED ON THE RUN WAY. Which is
Completely Impossible if it were a real “contrail”….
But even further, after decades of calling people “crazy conspiracy theorists”, tinfoil hat, ect… Now
days, they (“science”, news, government) are openly admitting that they are spraying chemtrails,
but they call it “climate engineering”. And they are trying to “block out the sun” in order to
“stop global warming”. Which is EXACTLY the opposite of what they are trying to stop. They
are blocking out the sun, but the chemicals in the chemtrails are what is causing the Heat to be
Trapped *IN* earths atmosphere. And it is destroying plants via the chemicals, and also by
slowing or stopping the photosynthesis “Greening” process. How?

All these heavy metals and other material, “stops up” the roots of plants and trees, which prevents
them from up taking nutrients from the ground. This is one reason (of many) why fruit and
vegetables today only have 10% of the nutrition they had just 50 years ago. Meaning, in order to
intake the same amount of nutrients contained in One apple 50 years ago, today you would have to
eat 10 apples to get the same nutrients. Which is why people literally are not able to intake enough
nutrients through food, you simply can’t eat enough volume. Which is also one of the reasons why so
many are sick, as our bodies do not have what they need in order to repair, heal, and function
normally. And this is besides GMO’s, which again will go along with the topic of the next newsletter.
Further, Trees which live much longer and are far larger than most other plants, the heavy metal and
other contained in chemtrails, eventually stops up their roots to the point that they can’t take up
enough water. Which is why so many trees are dying, and also why when many trees are cut down
many are found to be “half dead”, with only parts of the tree still being green, but the inside or other
parts already dead and even rotting. Also many dead branches are a sign as well.
As my Abba stated back about 5 years ago or so, when Yahuah revealed it to him one day when he was
sitting on the front porch looking at the sky. Chemtrails is the fulfillment of:
GILYAHNA/REVELATION 8:12 And the fourth heavenly malach sounded, and a third part of
the sun was smitten, and a third part of the moon, and a third part of the cochabim/stars;
so that a third of them were darkened, and a third part of both day and night did not shine.
As I wrote in newsletters at that time and since, it is not a “third part” of the sun and moon being cut
out like a slice of pie… It is as is clarified at the end of this same verse. A Third part of the DAY and
NIGHT are darkened. It is speaking that a THIRD PART OF THE TIME when they are
supposed to be seen, they are darkened or covered. This is Exactly what Chemtrails do. They
have covered the sun, moon, and stars (at that time) a “third part” of the time when they were
supposed to be seen. Now days, it has surpassed a third.
How does Chemtrails change the balance?
Because along with CO2, SUNLIGHT is the 2nd Thing that Plants NEED in order for the
Photosynthesis process to operate. Without enough sunlight, Photosynthesis stops, and plants
stop producing Oxygen and Chlorophyll.
Both sunlight and CO2 are Required for Plants to continue the Photosynthesis process, which is what
makes Plants create CHLOROPHYLL, which is what gives them their GREEN Color, and is also
when they create Oxygen. This is why (for an accelerated example) if you lay a piece of plywood for
instance, on top of some grass, if you wait a few days and then raise it up, the grass will be turning
yellow. As again with no sunlight, Photosynthesis stops, Oxygen production stops.
As a side note, Taking herb grade Chlorophyll extracts will actually increase the available oxygen in
a persons blood supply. Which these days, with all the chemtrail and everything else we breath in,
just about everyone needs all the oxygen they can get.
The True War they are waging is NOT on CO2, but rather on stopping the Photosynthesis Process,
which brings us back to the *MISTRANLATION* of the “pale” horse in:
GILYAHNA/REVELATION 6:7 And when He had opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of
the fourth creature say, Come and see.
8 And I looked, and saw a pale/CHLOROS/GREEN horse: and his name that sat on it was Death,
and Sheol/GRAVE followed with him. And power was given to them over the fourth part of the
earth, to kill with sword and with hunger and with death and with the creatures of the earth.

It is NOT a “pale” horse, as was intentionally mistranslated in order to confuse people and hide
the truth. It is the “CHLOROS” or GREEN Horse. The war on plants, Specifically the WAR ON
FOOD, is the GREEN Horse. Which is WHY the Green Horse brings about Death through
HUNGER. And people will kill each other (sword) over FOOD.
This has Already Begun! And is about to get FAR FAR WORSE!! We’ve been trying to warn people
for many years to get out of the cities and store up Food and other necessities. (Note that the Green
Horse all by itself is given a “fourth part of the earth”, meaning a fourth of the people will die
from hunger and the fight for food. This is besides the other “horses” and events taking place)
Another way the Green Horse, has caused the destruction of the food supply in recent months is them
using their bio weapon "covid" as the excuse to destroy the farms, slaughterhouses, many
other food related industry, remove all the workers (in multiple cases claiming that 100% of
workers on these farms and other places are "testing positive" after which they are all removed
and the facility shut down). Governments Ordering the farmers to destroy huge amounts of the
crops, eggs, milk, and livestock due to “shut downs” and more. As we have been posting news articles,
video, and more on our fake book pages for MONTHS.
And this is not just limited to the US, but this is being done across Most of the “western nations”
especially. And it also being done to some degree even outside the “west” as well.
Further on top of all this, the floods, droughts, storms, freeze/snow, massive locust swarms, and
much more have also destroyed a lot of crops and livestock All Across the Nations. These events
that have been happening, most of which are being done by satan using man through many different
means, is also another part of what is going to bring about the "hunger" spoken of in 6:8, which
again has already begun and is going to quickly progress to people’s great distress, even though most
people are oblivious to it at the moment.
They are Eliminating ALL food supplies and sources, to the highest degree possible. There are NO
“national food reserves” anymore. Stores do NOT store items “in the back” nor do they have local
warehouses anymore. They ALL use “Distribution Centers” and everything is “Delivery On
Demand”, which means as items are sold, those items are electronically ordered for the “next truck”
later that day or the next day from the Distribution Centers. Which the Distribution Centers also have
a CONSTANT Supply being delivered to them. Which is why most stores (ESPECIALLY GROCERY
STORES) must have Multiple Shipments Per Day just to stay stocked.
What does that mean? If ANYTHING Interrupts the constant supply, the stores will be Empty. As was
shown quite clearly in recent months, when people began to panic, they wiped the stores out of
essential items… and yes toilet paper too…. People’s first reaction was running out an buying a year
supply of toilet paper shows people’s lack of common sense, and not being prepared in any way.
Nothing wrong with having toilet paper… but Like I stated at the time, if people don’t have Food to
Eat, they won’t have to worry about wiping their butts.
With that said, they don’t have to eliminate the food supply completely. In their own declassified
military manuals, they state that to starve a nation they only have to destroy enough crops and
livestock to reduce the average daily calorie intake from 2000 calories a day per person, to
1400 calories a day per person. At just that amount of reduction, they go on to say that many
people would die, and the rest who are still alive will be so fatigued and mal nourished they won’t be
able to fight or resist. If the decrease it further, then they only increase the speed and number of those
who die. And this isn’t just “in the manuals”, this has been used to take down nations. It was even
used to wipe out the native americans, by mass culling [shooting] millions of buffalo!
To continue, We also see their “Sword” of the Red Horse is being mobilized, which is the militaries
of the nations, being used against the people. Not only in “quarantines” and more controlled
lockdowns. But also as the Gog-MaGog War which has also already begun, but will openly intensify
soon. This is yet another thing that the pharisaic “jewish rabbis”, who are the synagogue of satan as

Moshiach appropriately called them, have openly stated is coming… they should know because THEY
and the talmudic elites are the one’s creating and orchestrating all of these events!!
Due to the hunger, war, the mark, and outright extermination is also what is going to bring about the
death of billions.
Because of All these events that are happening, is why Yahuah warns His people in His Word for these
last days, and why we have tried to warn people for many years, that this time was coming and that
people needed to prepare by fleeing out of the cities, storing up food and all other necessities, for this
time that is now at hand and is NOW IN PROGRESS.
GILYAHNA/REVELATION 6:9 And when He had opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the
beings of those that were slain for the word of YHWH, and for the testimony, which they held:
10 And they cried with a loud voice, saying, How long, O YHWH, kadosh and emet/true, do You not
judge and avenge our dahm/blood on them that dwell on the earth?
11 And white robes were given to each one of them; and it was said to them, that they should rest yet
for a little while, until their fellow servants and their Yahusharelite brothers, should also be killed as
they were, was completed.
The one's who are Already “Under the Altar” here in verse 9, were those from the First group of
144,000 that were resurrected after Yahusha ha Moshiach was arose, and He took with Him when
He Ascended, gave them their “white robes” and He presented them to Abba Yahuah as the Wave
Sheaf. As He could not appear before Yahuah empty handed. They were a hand-picked first fruits
offering, who are the ones the yearly Wave Sheaf offering represents.
This is why He told them they would rest a little while until their fellow servants, who are their
Yahusharelite brothers, should also be killed, was Completed. The “fellow servants” He was
speaking of are those who are slain in these last days which will fulfill verse 11, and are also the same
group spoken about in:
GILYAHNA/REVELATION 12:15 And the serpent cast out of his mouth mayim/water as a flood
after the woman, that he might cause her to be carried away by the flood.
16 And the ground helped the woman, and the land opened her mouth, and swallowed up the flood,
which the dragon cast out of his mouth.
17 And the dragon was angry with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant of her
zera/seed, that shomer/keep-observe-guard the mitzboth/commandments of YHWH, and have the
testimony of Yahusha ha Moshiach.
As we have tried to explain through past years in teachings, newsletters, and posts, The flood sent out
by the dragon/satan in these verses, is the armies of this beast system. The woman in these verses are
those who serve Yahuah and are protected in the wilderness, and the armies who attempt to come
against the Woman are “swallowed up by the earth”, which is to say they die/grave.
The “remnant of her seed” is those who also serve Abi Yahuah, keep His Commandments, and
have testimony of Moshiach, but they did not escape the cities.
Now, in GILYAHNA/REVELATION 6:12 is when the sixth seal is opened and is the events
leading up to Return of Moshiach who is first seen BY ALL as lightening from the east to the west,
directly after which is the first resurrection and first judgment. When the 6th seal is opened, the
first 5 seals are then completed.
So in short, the Abomination that brings Desolation occurred on Mount Olives last year, the day before

Yom Teruah/1st day of the 7th month, which also began the 1290 days of Daniel (which is a whole other
teaching). Since that time, the first 5 Seals are all currently open and In Progress. In just a couple
weeks, we will be one year into the Tribulation, with only two and half years remaining. This is why so
many events have escalated so quickly in the past year, just as we stated they would a year ago. And it
is also why so many more events are coming and will escalate many times more, and
even faster.
**With that said about the seals…. I want to continue a bit further and speak more about the
Return of Moshiach and the Importance of Mount of Olives. As there is Multiple Major
Reasons why satan and his talmudic elites, of ALL the many places they could have chosen, they
chose Mount Olives to perform their abomination sacrifice:
The first Resurrection, Judgment, and Return of Moshiach is also explained by Apostle Shaul/Paul in:
TESLONIQYAH ALEF/FIRST THESSALONIANS 4:13 But I would not have you to be ignorant,
Yisraelite brothers, concerning those who are dead, that you sorrow not, even as unbelievers who have
no tikbah/hope.
14 For if we believe that Yahusha died and rose again, even them also who have died believing in
Yahusha will Eloah bring with Him.
15 For this we say to you by the word of YHWH, that we who are alive and remain until the coming of
the Master shall not be resurrected before those who are already dead in the emunah/faith.
16 For the Master Himself shall descend from the shamayim/heavens with a shout, with the voice of
the chief heavenly malach/“arch angel”, and with His shofar and with the tekiyah-ge-dolah of YHWH:
and the dead in Moshiach shall rise first:
17 Then we who are alive and remain at His return shall be caught up together with them
onto the clouds, to meet the Master in the air:
As soon as all of those who were ever converted (even those who did not continue and will be lost like
judas) are resurrected (and those alive are changed) and caught up into the air together at the
judgment… it is at that time when Yahuahs Wrath, which are the 7 Vials, is poured out upon the
nations. As Yahuahs People are not subject to the vials/Yahuahs Wrath.
**Side Note: THERE IS NO “PRETRIBULATION RAPTURE”!!! Nor do people just “die and fly off to
heaven” as is so prevalently taught for the last 70 years by the government clergy throughout the false
church system. We have written and video teachings covering all of this on our main website and
youtube channel.
The second group of 144,000 who are the physical flesh and blood Yahusharelites who Yahuah
has chosen to remain (most likely only the men being counted in this 144,000, just as was during the
1st Exodus only the Men were counted, then it states “plus woman and children”) who will inherit the
physical full land promised to Abraham, they will be fully protected through this time of Yahuahs
Wrath. Again as is Written His people who strive to serve Him are not subject to His Wrath which is
against the beast system.
After the judgment, which occurs in the “first heaven” which as it states is the clouds in the air where
they meet Messiah. When the judgment is complete, is when Yahusha ha Moshiach then comes down
to the earth with the judged Kidushim/Believers, and first touches down on Mount Olives, which is
where He was crucified and where from He last Ascended from. (As Abba has taught for many years,
it was also Mount Olives where Abraham was preparing to offer up His only son Yitzchak/Isaac, as
it symbolized Moshiach)
ZECHARYAH – ZECHARIAH 13:4 And His feet shall stand in that day upon the Mount of
Olives, which is before Yahrushalayim on the east, and the Mount of Olives shall split in the

middle toward the east and toward the west, and there shall be a very great valley; and half of the
har/mountain shall move toward the north, and half of it toward the south.
5 And you shall flee to the valley of the mountains; for the valley of the mountains shall reach to
Atzal: yes, you shall flee, like you fled from the earthquake in the days of Uziyahu melech of
Yahudah: and YHWH Elohim shall come, and all the kidushim with Him.
Why is the First place on earth that Moshiach Returns to on Mount of Olives?
First this is where He was crucified, then later on after He was resurrected, it was from Mount of
Olives where He ascended from, and as is Written:
MAASEH SHLICHIM – ACTS OF THE APOSTALS 1:11 Who also said, You men of Galil, why
do you stand gazing up into the shamayim/heavens? This same Yahusha, who is taken up from you
into the shamayim/heavens, shall so come in like manner as you have seen Him go into the
shamayim.
12 Then they returned to Yahrushalayim from the Har/Mountain called Olivet, which is from
Yahrushalayim a Shabbat day’s journey.
Also, Mount Olives is where the Red Heifer was sacrificed, which the ashes from the Red Heifer was
used to cleanse the Priests, and in those days it was also used to cleanse the Temple. As will be
done again. The point being, it is where Yahusha ha Moshiach will begin to Cleanse His House.
Mount Olives is the Kadosh Place/Clean Place Where Moshiach was sacrificed, where He
ascended from, and Where He first Returns to, as is Written.
Mount Olives is also the “settled place” where His Throne has been Concealed ever since just
before the Destruction of the “First Temple”. His Throne also known as the Ark of the
Brit/Covenant. As Shlomo/Solomon stated he had built His House, and a “settled place” in:
MELECHIM ALEPH/FIRST KINGS 8:13 I have surely built You a Bayit/House to dwell in, a
settled place for You to yashab/abide/remain in OLAM/CONCEALED.
When Moshiach touches down on Mount of Olives, this is one of the reasons Why the Mountain is
Split in Half. With half of Mount Olives moving toward the north, and half toward the south. Creating
a Great Valley running East to West. At that time the Ark of Brit/Covenant will then be Revealed
from its “Concealed Place” which has then been Opened and Revealed. This is done in preparation for
Yahusha ha Moshiach once again retaking His Place upon His Thone (which is what the Ark is)
upon this earth in His City.
Once He restores the Priest Hood, and they have went through the proper purifications and other.
They will then carry the Ark of the Brit upon their Shoulders, out of the valley into the City.
When Yahuah’s Bayit/House (the 3rd Temple) is Built in Moshiach’s Sabbatical Kingdom
(1000 year ‘millennial’ kingdom) as is Written in YECHEZKEL/EZEKIEL chapters 40 – 48.
Then the Ark will then be taken inside into the Most Kadosh Place (“holy of holies”) where
Moshiach will reside. And the descendants of the sons of Tzadok/Zadok will minister/serve Him there
as is Written:
YECHEZKEL/EZEKIEL 40:46 And the room that faced toward the north is for the
Kohanim/Priests, the keepers of the charge of the altar: these are the sons of Tzadok among the
sons of Lebi/Levi, who come near to YHWH to serve Him.
43:19 And you shall give to the Kohanim/Priests the Lebiym/Levites that are of the
zera/seed of Tzadok, who approach Me, to serve to Me, says the Master YHWH, a young bull for
a sin offering.

44:15 But the Kohanim/Priests the Lebiym/Levites, the sons of Tzadok, that kept the charge
of My Kadosh-Place when the children of Yisrael went astray from Me, they shall come near to Me
to serve Me, and they shall stand before Me to offer to Me the fat and the dahm/blood, says the
Master YHWH:
16 They shall enter into My Kadosh-Place, and they shall come near to My Shulchan/[Meal]-Table,
to serve Me, and they shall keep My charge.
48:11 It shall be for the Kohanim/Priests that are kadosh from the sons of Tzadok; who
have kept My charge, which did not go astray when the children of Yisrael went astray, as the
Lebiym/Levites went astray.
When Yahuahs Bayit, the court yards, the wall and All 12 Gates of the city are Rebuilt.
The City will no longer be known as Yahrushalayim/“jerusalem”…
But it will forever be called Yahuah-Shamma/Yahuah-Is-There. As Yahusha ha Moshiach,
the son of Yahuah, will dwell there on His Throne/Ark of the Brit, in His House, in His
city, in the mist of His People.
YECHEZKEL/EZEKIEL 48:35 It was all around eighteen thousand cubits: and the Name of the
City from that Day forward even forever shall be, YHWH-Shamma/Yahuah-Is-There.
I didn’t intend to get into those Scriptures. But I said all of that to say this:
This is EXACTLY why last year, it was the Specific Reason why satan working through his “talmudic
elites” chose Mount Olives to perform their satanic sacrifice on pagan sept 27th 2019, declaring the
birth of their “new world order”. As they too know all of these things, including that the Ark is there,
but they CAN NOT TOUCH IT. Therefore they do not want anyone else to know, as it would expose
them for the false imposters they are.
And this is also WHY that event was the Abomination that brings Desolation spoken of by
Daniel the Prophet. Because it was a satanic sacrifice Abomination, Performed on Yahuahs
Kadosh Mountain, His Kadosh/Clean Place.
Which as we stated at that time would happen, now looking back we can see just how much the events
have Greatly Increased since that time. And as I stated previously, they will only Continue to Escalate
and Increase in Multitude and Speed, in the days, weeks, and months ahead.
I know many of the topics I spoke about, goes directly against what most people believe and what they
are taught in the false church system. But Yahuahs Word is True, no matter what men teach. I also
probably went into too much information for some people, as I only touch on many different
teachings and topics, each of which could be their own teaching, some of which we do have full
teachings on. But it was needed in order to try to explain some of these verses, and the importance of
the events taking place. Many of the topics that I went into are also things that Yahuah taught my
Abba over many many years of seeking and studying His Word. We have new video teachings coming
up which also touch on some of these same topics and More.
We pray for All of Yahuahs People Across the nations. And as Yahuah shows by example and warns
His people throughout His Word, and as we have tried to as well for many years, we continue to try to
warn people flee out and away from the cities and get prepared the best you are able in whatever time
you have left. More people every day, depending on what nation they dwell in, are running out of
time. Do as much as you are able, and pray Yahuah provides the increase to whatever is needed.
Hope this was a help to the few,
~Shabbat Shalom

Our Main Website: www.YHRIM.com
Our Facebook Current Event Info Page: http://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu
**Our public "community" Facebook Current Event Info
Page: https://www.facebook.com/pg/Yahuahs.House.of.Refuge/posts/?ref=page_internal
Our YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/webmaster2850
"No Scripture Ever Contradicts another Scripture, if it seems to we just need to adjust
our perspective until we can see them clearly. Unless you can use All of Yahuahs Word
without throwing any out, you can't Teach that subject Fully or Correctly."
Ahmos/Amos 9:9-11 "For, see, I will command, and I will sift Beit Yisrael among all nations, like
corn is sifted in a sieve, yet the least kernel of grain shall not fall upon the earth. 10 All the sinners of
My people shall die by the sword, who say, The evil shall not overtake nor find us. 11 In that day I
will raise up the Sukkah of David that has fallen, and close up the breaches of it; and I will raise up
its ruins, and I will rebuild it as in the days of old:”
Luka/Luke 21:28 ”And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your
heads; for your Geulah/Redemption draws near.”
Hoshea/Hosea 14:1-9 “4 I will heal their backsliding, I will love them instantly: for My anger will
be turned away from him.”
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